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Abstract. In recent years, direct comparisons between simulations and experiments dedicated to test
samples containing a small number of grains (oligocrystals) instrumented using full field measurements
techniques (DIC, grid method) have proved fruitful to investigate and accurately reproduce the behavior
of BCC and FCC crystals. The extension of this approach to HCP metals and CP-Ti in particular is
the objective of the present work. The deformation behavior of a grade 2 CP-Ti material is investigated
numerically, by comparing the predictions of strain field in a 32 grains oligocrystal loaded in tension with
experimental results. It is found that the set of constitutive parameters identified by the authors in a previous
study [Hama et al., Int. J. Plast., 2017(91), 77] reflects the experimental behavior satisfactorily for strain
fields.
1. Introduction
Hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) alloys such as magnesium and titanium exhibit strong deformation
anisotropy, owing to the low degree of symmetry of the crystal lattice and the occurrence of twinning
and de-twinning. Crystal plasticity analysis is an essential tool to accurately reproduce this behavior
numerically [1]. Many specificities of the behavior, such as tension-compression asymmetry, texture
evolution and stress-strain curves can thus be reproduced. However, the precise identification of the
numerous constitutive parameters of the numerical model remains challenging. In particular, and
contrary to body-centered cubic (BCC) and face-centered cubic (FCC) metals, critical resolved shear
stresses (CRSSs) vary according to the considered slip system family. In the case of commercially-pure
titanium (CP-Ti), the exact ratios between CRSSs of different families are still being discussed [2, 3, 4].
This point is mainly due to the difficult identification of precise CRSS values from comparison with
typical experiments, i.e., stress-strain curves and texture evolution.
In recent years, an approach based on the systematic comparison between full-field measurements
(displacement, strain, temperature in some cases) and crystal plasticity simulations of oligocrystals,
i.e. samples containing up to a few dozen grains, has shown promise to refine the identification of
the constitutive parameters for crystal plasticity analysis [5, 6, 7]. In these works, EBSD measurements
are usually carried out on the undeformed sample so as to accurately reproduce grain geometries and
orientations in the numerical model. The surface deformation of the oligocrystal under deformation is
then recorded using digital image correlation or the grid method to obtain surface strain fields that can
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be directly compared to their numerical counterparts. To the authors’ best knowledge, this approach has
not yet been applied to HCP metals, thus providing the motivation for the present work.
As a first approach, CRSS ratios identified in a previous study [1] for a grade 1 CP-Ti are used to
examine the ability of a crystal plasticity model to predict the strain field distributions within a grade
2 CP-Ti tensile sample containing 32 grains. The first section briefly presents the experimental results
obtained on the CP-Ti oligocrystal. The second section presents the associated numerical model, while
the third section is dedicated to the comparison of experimental and numerical strain fields.
2. Experiment
The considered material is a grade 2 CP-Ti obtained from a plasma oven continuous casting
elaboration process. A tensile test was performed on a flat dogbone sample with a thickness of 3 mm,
containing 32 grains over its 20mm×12mm gauge section. Grain orientations and geometries were
measured prior to the test by EBSD measurement. During the test, digital image correlation was used to
record the surface strain evolution. The stress-strain curve and the axial strain field evolution during the
test are summarized in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Axial strain evolution and stress strain curve for the tested sample
The recorded strain field distribution is highly heterogeneous throughout the test. Some grains
experience up to 12 % axial strain locally, while others remain elastically deformed.
3. Numerical model
3.1. Crystal plasticity model
The model used in the authors’ previous study [1] is applied to the description of the studied material.
The slip rate evolution γ˙(α) for a slip system α is described by a visco-plastic power law [8] (eq.1):
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where τ(α) is Schmid’s resolved shear stress, and τ(α)Y is the CRSS for slip system α . γ˙0 is the
reference strain rate and m is the sensitivity exponent.





where qαβ is a component of the interaction matrix q, and h is the hardening rate. The summation













where τ0 is the initial CRSS, h0 the initial hardening rate, and τ∞ is the saturation value for τ . γ¯ is the
cumulative shear strain over all slip systems.
3.2. Mesh and boundary conditions
The mesh used for the simulations, based on the EBSD measurement of the undeformed sample,
is presented in figure 2. Grain orientation is assumed constant within each grain, and columnar grain
structure in the through thickness direction is assumed for all grains.
Figure 2. Mesh associated to grain geometries in the gauge section of the tested sample (extruded over
3 elements in the through thickness direction). Unique grain colors are assigned to mesh elements.
Displacement boundary conditions issued from the experimental DIC measurements are applied to
the left and right faces of the model, while the upper and lower sections are free surfaces.
3.3. Material parameters
Since the studied sample contains a small number of grains, orthotropic elasticity is assumed in the
simulation. The elastic moduli are given in table 1. Following previous modeling on a grade 1 CP-
Ti [1], the rate sensitivity exponent and reference strain-rate are taken as m = 0.02 and γ˙0=0.001 s−1,
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respectively. CRSS ratios are also conserved from this study, but higher CRSS values are used to account
for the higher yield strength recorded on the present grade 2 CP-Ti material. These values are gathered
in table 2. The reader is referred to reference [1] for the detail of the latent-hardening parameters.
C11 C12 C13 C22 C44
157.9 93.4 69.4 177.4 45.3
Table 1. Anisotropic elastic moduli, expressed in GPa. C33 =C22 and C55 =C66 =C44.
Basal Prism. Pyr.<a> Pyr.<a+c>-1 Pyr.<a+c>-2 {101¯2} twin. {112¯2} twin.
τ0 332 155 202 363 363 225 350
τ∞ 450 400 521 673 673 / /
h0 1950 1050 580 2050 2050 350 350
Table 2. CRSS and hardening parameters used in the simulation, in MPa. CRSS values are adapted from
reference [1]
4. Results and discussion
The axial strain field distribution at the end of the tensile test for the previous simulation is presented
in figure 3, along with the corresponding experimental results.
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There is an overall good qualitative agreement between the experimental and numerical strain fields.
Strain localizations within grains are reproduced in the simulations, and the least deformed areas also
match the experimental ones. In particular, the simulation accurately reproduces strain localization
arising near grain boundaries or triple points, suggesting that the modeling simplifications in grain
shape and grain boundaries provide an acceptable approximation of the actual grain boundaries. Overall,
local strain values are also in good agreement, suggesting that choosing grade 1 CP-TI CRSS ratios to
reproduce the deformation behavior of the grade 2 CP-Ti sample is consistent.
5. Conclusion
Comparisons between the strain fields predicted by crystal plasticity analysis and their experimental
counterparts have been carried out on a grade 2 CP-Ti oligocrystal. The heterogeneous strain distribution
recorded experimentally is predicted satisfactorily for a model using the same CRSS ratios as identified
on grade 1 CP-Ti. Future works will further this comparisons of experiment and simulations at the grain
scale, to investigate the influence of different CRSS ratios on the model predictive capabilities. The
activated slip systems within each grain will also be examined in detail numerically and experimentally.
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